Starting your career

Join us and you’ll join a company with a continuing
history of insurance industry leadership that began in
1937. Every day you’ll experience our Core Values in
action — living the Golden Rule, serving customers with
Excellence and Integrity, driving toward our Objectives
and achieving Profitability.

explore your progressive side

There’s something unique going on here. Something
you won’t find at other companies. Something truly
Progressive.

Visit

www.jobs.progressive.com today.
Then let’s talk about your future.
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Graduation is right around the corner
And starting your career may be even more exciting.
There are so many paths to explore.
But if you’re searching for a place that values original
thinking, celebrates the person you are, and rewards the
contributions you make and energy you invest, look no
further.
You’ve found Progressive.

What is Progressive?
We’re one of the nation’s leading automotive insurance
companies. But that’s not all. Progressive is a mindset —
a revolutionary concept that’s changing how our industry
works and how people think of it.
It’s more than our company name. It’s how we think —
about everything.

Find where you fit
We’re always looking for well-rounded people with
unique perspectives and insights that fuel truly progressive thinking in:
Information Technology — Harness advanced
technology and develop novel new programs that help
us succeed and change our industry.

Expect the best
At Progressive, you’ll be challenged to do your best work —
always. In return, you’ll enjoy:
 ainshare bonus program based on company
G
performance
Flexible work arrangements

Claims — Use your problem-solving and people skills to
help customers when they need it most.

 mployee Resource Groups that offer mentoring,
E
networking and support

Corporate Areas — Extend our competitive edge with
your knowledge of finance, marketing, math, economics, statistics, communications or human resources.

Career training and education programs

Contact Centers — Add an element of surprise and
delight to auto insurance by helping customers in ways
they never expected.

 rt collections, medical facilities, restaurants, fitness
A
centers and more at our main campuses
17 days off your first year

It’s more than a group of people working in offices.
It’s 25,000+ sharp, innovative minds that create auto
insurance products and services the world has never seen
before.
It’s more than a typical workplace. Progressive is for
visionaries. Those who challenge perceptions. Those who
want to create a better reality — for our customers and
employees.

Explore your Progressive side at www.jobs.progressive.com

